REMARK ON THE PRECEDING PAPER, IDEALS IN NEAR RINGS OF POLYNOMIALS OVER A FIELD E. G. STRAUS
In this note we extend the characterization of ideals in near rings JV= F[x, °] of polynomials over a field F under addition and composition, the most interesting and exceptional cases of whice are given in the preceding paper by J. L.
Brenner.
The results can be summarized in the following theorems. THEOREM 1. // F is infinite then N contains no nontrivial ideals.
THEOREM 2. // F is finite and char F > 2 then every ideal of N is also an ideal of the ring F[x\.
THEOREM 3. Those ideals of N which are also ideals of F [x] consist of multiples of polynomials p{x) of the form
where q -\F\. Proof of Theorem 3. We first show that every ring ideal pf [x] with p of the form (1) satisfies the criteria of §2 of the preceding paper. Closure under addition is obvious. Criterion 2.02 follows from the fact that for
where the right side is obviously divisible by x qn -x. Criterion 2.03 is again obviously satisfied since
if θ is a zero of multiplicity m of p then it must therefore be a zero of multiplicity ^m of p(f(x)). In other words, p(x) must have a zero of order ^m at every element of F{θ) thus p(α ) is divisible by (x |F(^' -x) m . Starting with a zero, θ, of highest degree over F we thus get successively the expression for p given in (1).
Proof of Theorem 4. We observe that for each n Ξ> 1 the set of polynomials
where q = | i^|, is an ideal of ΛΓ but is clearly not an ideal of F [x] ; since it contains p(x) = (x qn + #) 2 but does not contain xp(x). To prove that / is an ideal we observe that it is obviously closed under addition. Also for each /, g, h, ke N we have ] where the first part gives the ideal of all polynomials in x 2 contained in the module and the second part the coset involving terms of odd degree with g chosen so that its highest term of odd degree has minimal degree. Once we have determined the polynomial p of form (1) then I has the form
Here /, g are determined (mod p) so that there are only finitely many possible choices leading to ideals of N. We forego the somewhat complicated detailed description of this determination. It is clear, however, from. (3) The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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